Moodle-based Distance Language Learning Strategies: An Evaluation of Technology in Language Classroom
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Abstract

English language teaching curriculum developers now turn to the heavy use of technology in classrooms. Computer technology, specifically, has brought about many changes in the strategies of language learning. One of the new computer programs which has recently attracted the attention of language teachers is called Moodle. It is an open-source Course Management System (CMS) which delivers online courses as well as supplement traditional face-to-face language courses. Since there is little information about the feasibility of such a program, this study is an effort to examine it through its adaptability to Language Learning Strategies (LLSs). The data is gathered from 60 Moodle-based EAP users as a purposeful sample of the EAP population through a questionnaire. The participants were also observed and interviewed (6 participants). It was found out that there were no relationships between LLSs and language achievement at Moodle-based distance language learning contexts. The findings imply that learning language through Moodle-based teaching materials impede the process of being autonomous language learners, which is a prerequisite for language learning at distance contexts.
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1. Introduction

Technology-based learning is introduced as a kind of learning “delivered via any technology” (Anohina, 2005). Technology, therefore, is considered as a resource from which any tool can be selected for learning processes. Focused on this conceptual framework, educators select different, sometimes untried, technologies in order to facilitate the process of teaching and learning. The widespread use of technologies has even changed the understanding of what it means to teach and learn a language, and teaching roles, in response to these changes, are being altered and transformed (White, 2007). It has, therefore, brought different expressions into Second/Foreign Language Learning (ESL/EFL), such as distance language learning, online language learning, distributed language learning, virtual language learning, computer-assisted language learning, and web-based language learning (Anohina, 2005).

Since the availability and simple structure of technologies were important, powerful packages known as Learning Management Systems (LMSs) were developed to enhance learning in a variety of environments (Melton, 2006). Due to high fees, however, many LMSs, such as WebCT and Blackboard, require a commercial support that language teachers cannot afford. To solve the problem, Moodle (Modular object-oriented dynamic/developmental learning environment) came out as an open source LMS. Due to both the ubiquity of the internet and increased availability of network bandwidth, this powerful package attracted the interest of many educators all over the world (Cole, 2005). Teachers who use Moodle have access to an array of powerful tools, including assignments, forums, journals, quizzes, surveys, chat rooms, and workshops (Cole, 2005). In spite of its widespread use, there are few reliability, quality, and feasibility signs for Moodle program when used for language teaching/learning. This study, therefore, is to answer the problem of whether or not Moodle-based language teaching is worth increasing language learning.

1.1 Review of Literature

Many studies have proven the positive effect of distance teaching on language learning (Gascoigne, 2008; Holmberg, Shelley, & White, 2005; Hurd, 2008; Murphy, 2008; White, 2003a; White, 2007). It is the autonomy and independency of language learners which help them compensate for lack of face to face interaction existing in conventional language teaching environments (Sarani, Ghonsooly, & Najjar, 2013). White (1995, 2003b) introduced strategy use as a factor indicating the level of autonomy at distance contexts. Accordingly, distance language learners are more autonomous and self-regulated (Hurd, 2008; Hurd, Beaven, & Ortega, 2001). Oxford (2008) also established a direct relationship
between independent learning (distance learning), learner autonomy, and learning strategies. According to Oxford, “The uses of learning strategies can both reflect and further promote learner autonomy” (p.41).

Along with this theoretical framework, many studies resulted in using metacognitive strategies more than the other direct and indirect strategies at distance contexts. It implies that distance language learners use self-regulated strategies in order to enhance their autonomy and self-paced learning (Ping, 2004; White, 1995, 2003a; Zahedi & Dorrimanesh, 2008). Zahedi and Dorrimanesh (2008), for example, focused on metacognitive Language Learning Strategies (LLSs) at distance contexts. They surprisingly found a relationship between distance learning strategies and English for Academic Purposes (EAP). It seems that EAP contexts increase the use of language learning strategies (Najjar, 2011).

Although distance language learners use metacognitive language strategies, they adhere to affective strategies at the low level (Hurd, 2008; Najjar, 2011). While this finding needs to be supported by more evidence form similar studies, it shows that distance learners rely mostly on their cognition rather than affectation.

There have been some comparative studies which compare LLSs at distance contexts with conventional contexts. For example, Hanson and Wenno (2005) compared how differently compensatory strategies were used in both conventional and distance language learning strategies. Their study showed that the natural deficiencies of a distance course (such as lack of communication and print-based materials) have to be compensated for by effective sources. In addition to compensation strategies, Chan and Han (2005) examined writing strategies. They found that online students are more aware of strategy use in the way that there is a positive relationship between strategy use and writing awareness at distance contexts.

Learners’ variables such as age and sex of distance language learners have also been explored in terms of the level of strategy use. In other words, some studies tried to examine whether male or female use LLSs differently (Bagheri, Ghonsooly, & Najjar, 2009). According to these studies, it is almost possible to say that there are significant differences between males/females motivation strategies in the way that females used more motivation and learning strategies.

In general, the implication of the review of related literature is that distance language learners use more metacognitive LLSs. There is also little evidence to support this finding for EAP distance learners (see, for example, Sarani, Yamini, and Riazi, 2009). However, few studies exist to support the pedagogical value of LLSs at EAP distance learning contexts. It follows that the existing literature is not so reliable to imply that EAP learners are also more autonomous and that the use of LLSs contributes toward language learning. Moreover, little attention has been paid to the Moodle-based distance language learning contexts. Therefore, this paper is to explore whether DLLSs used by EAP learners at a Moodle-based distance contexts result in language success. It also aims to fill in the gap of lacking enough information on the realm of using metacognitive strategies by distance language learners, which can be an indicator of being more autonomous at distance contexts.

1.2 Research Questions

A useful tool for evaluating language programs at distance contexts and technology-based contexts is the qualification of these programs in promoting learners autonomy (Hurd, 2008; Oxford, 2008; White, 1995, 2003b). White (2003a) believes that distance language learners are more self-ruled, self-regulated, and autonomous than their counterparts at face-to-face language learning contexts. To measure autonomy, Oxford (2008) proposed measuring learning strategies and added that “the use of learning strategies can both reflect and further promote learner autonomy” (p. 41). Whether Moodle, therefore, is an effective program in terms of its usability in language learning and teaching can be evaluated by its contribution to learner autonomy through measuring language learning strategies in general and metacognitive language learning strategies in particular. The review of literature showed that there were a few studies in the area of Moodle-based education programs and to the best of research knowledge there were no research on Moodle-based language teaching/activities. The objective of the current study is, therefore, to evaluate a Moodle-based distance language program through measuring language learning strategies. Then, it will be examined whether there is any relationship between Moodle-based language learning strategies and language learning achievements. To put it more simply, the study is to answer the following questions:

(1) To what extent does Moodle-based language learning program help learners to be autonomous?
(2) Is there any relationship between distance language learning strategies and language learning achievements?

2. Method

2.1 Subjects

Among the university students as the target population, a nonprobability sample applied (Best & kahn, 2006) and 100 undergraduate students of Information and Technology (IT) were selected as a convenient sample. Then, 60 participants, 39 males and 21 females, volunteered to participate in the study and filled the questionnaire out. Of these, 6 persons were interviewed to share how this technology-based context could improve their independency from the teacher and class. The sample, therefore, was a large one (Best & kahn, 2006). All the participants were Farsi native speakers, 19 to 23 years of age. They had mostly passed the General English Language (GEL) course. As IT students, they were homogenous in terms of computer skills and experiences of e-learning. The teacher of the program actually guided the participants through chat rooms and emails.
2.2 Instrumentation

The Strategy Inventory for Language Learning (SILL), 7th edition was used to assess the frequency of EFL/ESL language learning strategies (Oxford, 1990). According to Oxford (1990, 1995 & 1996), this questionnaire is a “structured survey” instrument with acceptable reliability and high validity to assess language learning strategies and has been used more than 10,000 times by late 1995 (Oxford, 1996). Oxford and Burry-Stock (1995) and Oxford (1996) examined the reliability and validity of SILL in different cultural groups and found them as highly acceptable. According to Oxford (1990), SILL can be administered in the respondents’ native language or a foreign or second language with minimum measurement error. SILL assesses 6 sides of the participants’ language learning strategies, including memory strategies (part A), cognitive strategies (part B), compensation strategies (part C), metacognitive strategies (Part D), affective strategies (E), and social strategies (part F). Participants read every item and rated a five Likert-scale (5-point scale) choice for each strategy describe.

The study also used a teacher-made achievement test to assess the participants’ achievement. The achievement scores, therefore, were used as indicators to language learning and showed whether a participant fails or passes the course. These scores were also indicators to rank participants as high or low achievers. Finally, a semi-structured interview was conducted to evaluate how Moodle as a technology could enhance autonomy in language learning.

Participants took part in English for Academic Purposes (EAP) course managed through online materials. Comprehension texts were extracted from ‘Special English for the Students of Computer’ book written for students of IT. Participants downloaded different texts and tried to understand them with the facilities (pronunciations and online dictionaries) provided in the Moodle context. Speaking and listening were practiced through webcam assisted activities in the Moodle screen. Writing skill was practiced through synchronous (online activities such as chat rooms) and asynchronous activities.

2.3 Procedures

At the beginning of the online course, necessary information was given to the students in a real classroom situation and they were asked to record their learning experiences by filling out 50 items in the questionnaire. They were also given the achievement test as a pretest. Subjects received a user and a password and started online learning. Online activities mostly were asynchronous materials. The participants, therefore, made out their plans in a more self-regulated manner than when they were involved in synchronous materials (White, 2003a). In other words, the course design enabled the participants to plan their ways of learning. Having studied for about 4 months (one week before the end of semester), subjects were called to attend a real classroom situation. Meanwhile, they filled out the questionnaire in a think-aloud manner. They were asked to select any item as soon as they chose them. It is important to point that the questionnaire was given to the students in its original form, i.e., in English. One week later, the teacher-made achievement test was administered to the students. The gained score was considered as the indicator of language success or fail. Based on these scores, the most and the least successful language learners (3-3) were interviewed.

2.4 Data Analysis

Results from the questionnaire were analyzed based on the profile that proposed by Oxford (1990). According to Oxford, any item in the questionnaire got an interval scale score from 1 to 5 describing the extent of frequent use of that particular item, that is, the higher a student’s response, the more frequently the student uses that particular item. Each part of the questionnaire, therefore, provided a sum. All the sums for the different parts, then, were added up to give the total raw score divided by 50 (the number of items in SILL). This number indicated overall average (SILL mean score) which should be between the range of 1.0 to 5.0. The achievement test was also analyzed through calculating overall mean score of the participants. This mean score and the overall average were then compared through a paired-sample t-test used when the same sample is compared in terms of two different variables. This kind of t-test was used to determine whether the average difference (overall average and mean score) is statistically different from zero (Boyle, 2009). Since the t-test results didn’t provide evidences for the significance of the differences, Eta squared formula was used to estimate the effect size of the difference (Dörnyei, 2007; p.217). Finally, the potential interrelation between language success (achievement mean score) and language learning strategies was assessed through Pearson product-moment correlation coefficient, a method for comparing two sets of continuous scales data (Brown, 2005). The data gained through interview was also analyzed according to the content analysis.

2.5 Results and Discussions

As seen below (Table 1), the mean score of the SILL or overall average is 2.7 (M=2.7, SD=.50) and achievement mean score is 14.62. According to Oxford (1990), this (i.e. 2.7) is a medium level of strategy use. Whether or not these two means are significant, it is necessary to show their t-test results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Mean scores and SD of the SILL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>test</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SILL mean score</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Achievement mean score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SILL (Strategy Inventory for Language Learning), SD (Standard deviation), N (Number)
Paired samples t-test (Table 2) showed that there was a statistical significant difference between achievements mean score and overall SILL mean score. In other words, the results indicated that there was a significant difference between scores for achievement test (M=14.62, SD= 2.57) and SILL mean score (M= 2.7, SD=50), t (59) = -36.22, p< .05 (Table 4.15). Effect size for this test established at .91 computed by eta squared. It showed that the magnitude of the difference in the means was large.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. Paired Samples Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Paired Differences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pair 1 Strategy Usage - achievement score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, Pearson product-moment correlation (table 3) showed that r = .163 (p<.05), which was a very low positive correlation and not a meaningful one in applied linguistics research.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3. Correlations between SILL mean score and achievement test mean score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategy Usage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>achievement score</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In general, Paired samples t-test showed that the differences between achievement mean score and average of overall strategy usage (SILL mean score) were significant and any variance can be a sign of difference. This difference was also valuable; that is, it was in effect important. So, it can be said that in this study the lower the achievement mean score, the lower the use of strategies, and vice versa. While these variances were significant, correlation coefficient showed that there is a very low positive correlation between mean of achievement scores and mean of SILL, that is, it is not possible to say if we score high or low on one, we are likely to score high or low on the other. It is important to say that the lack of interrelationship between strategy use and achievement does not imply that the current technology-based context has no or little influence on learning strategies. This may be a reason for lack of success which needs further research.

Therefore, to answer the research questions, it might be possible to say that the Moodle-based language learners showed no interrelating evidence between their language success and their language learning strategies. It is also important to consider that Moodle as a specific technology-based language context intensifies language learning strategies at the medium level. It means that Moodle is a technology-based rather than learner-based language program and, consequently, is an implausible program for promoting autonomy. The data from interview also indicated the same result. In other words, the most and the least successful language learners both believed that this particular technology-based language learning program had few opportunities for improving their autonomy and, hence, their language success. What the good language learners announced as causes of their being successful was their appealing to other learning sources, mostly got from the internet. Almost all the interviewees believed that this technology-based language learning program needed to be reviewed in terms of the ways it handled the assessment processes.

Student A: since there is a time constraint for exam and each item will disappear from the screen after 90 seconds, I feel distracted and can’t focus on the items.

As far as learning strategies are concerned, both groups of interviewees had difficulty in how to use note-taking and remember the words (memory strategies), how to use their findings, apply reading strategies such as skimming, scanning, and summarizing, and practice English on the screen (cognitive strategies), how to apply body language (compensation strategies), how to evaluate their progress (metacognitive strategies), how to manage their feelings such
as being afraid of assessment or being tense or nervous when working with computer technology (affective strategies), and finally how to ask their online questions (social strategies). In contrast to these problems, the technology-based language learners cited some benefits when learning a new language through this program. For example:

Student B: Reading and pronunciation strategies can be easily managed and I can apply word-for-word pronunciation techniques and strategies.

Student C: I use word-for-word translation easily and I can use the dictionary more and more because there are online dictionaries.

Student D: I can plan my time effectively. Whenever I feel enjoyment, I start studying. I have many reading opportunities and it is possible to set my goals and schedules.

Student E: what I have been interested in was the materials and sources designed for further reading. I, myself, use the audio section including many related stories and news about the main ideas of the text.

It is also important to stress that language learners believe that technology-based language learning can be achieved only in a specific language courses. In other words, language learning in general requires a whole range of technologies, and Moodle or any potential program can only teach little bits of language skills.

Student F: I think it is hard to learn a language through this program, albeit for my special course [ESP] it is interesting.

On the whole, these extracts show that Moodle as a technology in language learning might have various influences on language learners’ attitudes toward the use of technology as a constructive tool in language learning. So, in conducting technology-based language learning, learners’ beliefs and attitudes including learning strategies can be considered as an important factor.

3. Conclusion and Implications

According to the aims of this study, it can be possible to say that although Moodle as a technology might result in language success, there is no evidence to prove that this success has been exclusively related to the implications of the technology. On the other hand, this technology, which has been used to enhance the autonomous language learning, has provided the learners with different challenges which might in turn impede autonomy learning. One, for example, is the low level of strategy use among these kinds of technology-based language learners.

As referred to by Oxford (1990) and White (2003a), among others, one indicator for autonomy, not met in this study, is the level of strategy use among language learners. The interview data emphasizes that in the use of technology in language learning it is of great importance to consider language learning strategies and the way these strategies might be integrated to the program. Although findings of the study could be limited to the current program, it is almost clear that in all technology-based language learning programs, language learning strategies in general and metacognitive strategies in particular should be integrated to the program. It seems, however, that Moodle-based language teaching as a technology imposes some limitations on the language learning strategies.

Therefore, further study of language learning strategies might be conducted in the area of technology-based language learning strategies in general and other specific technologies in particular. It is also suggested to conduct a study on technology-based language learning strategies to provide the literature with a new instrument or a checklist to evaluate learning strategies since Oxford’s instrument has been designed for conventional language learning contexts.

The study concludes that English for academic courses requires technologies for academic purposes. Since EAP distance language learners use more metacognitive LLSs (Sarani, Ghonsooly, & Najjar, 2012), they require a kind of distance program which can smooth the way of using metacognitive abilities. EAP leaners have their own purposes and look for self-regulated strategies which are not seen among the capabilities of the Moodle-based contexts.

It would be logical to design technologies with specific language teaching/learning purposes, rather than using a technology-based program in all contexts. For example, the findings of the current study imply that learning a language through Moodle-based teaching materials impedes the process of being autonomous language learners, which is a prerequisite for language learning at distance contexts.

In general, the implication here is that current distance language learning program has little relationship with students’ achievements and has to be replaced or revised. The study also helps distance language teachers in how they can assess the profile of their learners in terms of using strategies. If the study is put in a wider context, it can be said that distance language teachers have to be trained in the area of distance language teaching and they have to pay more attention to the strategy awareness among their distance learners.
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